especially designed to have the initials M.K.P. and E.F.C. incorporated into the wrought iron of the gates in Memory of Mrs. Peacock and Elizabeth Clark. The Africans gave a fern to hang on the wall of the Lych Gate.

GIFTS TO THE CHURCH IN LATER YEARS

The appearance of the Church is greatly improved by the gifts that have been presented to it. The Rev. F.G. Clarke made and carved a beautiful credence table in memory of his marriage, on the one side of the carving represents St. John the Baptist, and on the other side the Marriage of Cana.

The Multi-coloured Sanctuary Carpet and strips to match are very much in keeping with the red floor of the Church.

The comfortable seats are all given in memory of dear ones who have worshipped here. The movable Altar rails are given in memory of Aylwin Burle's, the Priest's chair was given recently by Graham and Rosalind King in Memory of their wedding.

The Gaylards have given pictures and Baptismal books in memory of their children's christenings. The hung Crucifix was given by Mrs. Peacock and Miss. Fawsett's family and friends, and the one stained glass window in memory of Elizabeth Clarke given by her husband and depicts the Risen Saviour, and as we have mentioned before, the window of the Good Shepherd is in memory of little Helen Davidson.

AMUSING EVENTS

In the early days before a wire netting was placed between the wall and roof to keep Owls out, a little bird made its pretty little nest on the ledge of the harmonium. When Mrs. Peacock came to play for the service, the little bird was most distressed and took refuge on the wall and the next Sunday the poor little mother's alarm was great, for, she had to leave her eggs in the nest until the service was over.

3/ You .....